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In this article I offer new evidence about something readers of Academic

Questions already know: The political registration of full-time, Ph.D.-holding
professors in top-tier liberal arts colleges is overwhelmingly Democratic. Indeed,
faculty political affiliations at 39 percent of the colleges in my sample are
Republican free—having zero Republicans. The political registration in most of
the remaining 61 percent, with a few important exceptions, is slightly more than
zero percent but nevertheless absurdly skewed against Republican affiliation and
in favor of Democratic affiliation. Thus, 78.2 percent of the academic
departments in my sample have either zero Republicans, or so few as to make no
difference.
My sample of 8,688 tenure track, Ph.D.–holding professors from fifty-one of the
sixty-six top ranked liberal arts colleges in the U.S. News 2017 report consists of
5,197, or 59.8 percent, who are registered either Republican or Democrat. The
mean Democratic-to-Republican ratio (D:R) across the sample is 10.4:1, but
because of an anomaly in the definition of what constitutes a liberal arts college
in the U.S. News survey, I include two military colleges, West Point and
Annapolis.1 If these are excluded, the D:R ratio is a whopping 12.7:1.
Why Political Homogeneity Is Troubling
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and Anna Katarina Spälti, show that because of left-wing bias, psychologists are
far more likely to study the character and evolution of individuals on the Right
than individuals on the Left.2 Inevitably affecting the quality of this research,
though, George Yancey found that sociologists prefer not to work with
fundamentalists, evangelicals, National Rifle Association members, and
Republicans.3 Even though more Americans are conservative than liberal,
academic psychologists’ biases cause them to believe that conservatism is
deviant. In the study of gender, Charlotta Stern finds that the ideological
presumptions in sociology prevent any but the no-differences-between-genders
assumptions of left-leaning sociologists from making serious research inroads. So
pervasive is the lack of balance in academia that more than 1,000 professors and
graduate students have started Heterodox Academy, an organization committed
to increasing “viewpoint diversity” in higher education.4 The end result is that
objective science becomes problematic, and where research is problematic,
teaching is more so.
The Nonconforming Few
A few liberal arts colleges are outliers and do not conform to the standard liberal
slant. One, Thomas Aquinas, has thirty-three full-time faculty and all are
Republican. The two military colleges in my sample, West Point and Annapolis,
have D:R ratios of 1.3:1 and 2.3:1. Although it is debatable whether military
colleges are liberal arts colleges, U.S. News’s inclusion of them in the liberal arts
category is fortuitous because they offer evidence that when colleges provide
supportive environments, intellectual diversity is achievable. There are other
exceptions, such as Claremont McKenna, which adopted a viewpoint diversity
strategy early in its history, and Kenyon, which is one of a few of the top-ranked
liberal arts colleges located in a predominantly Republican state and which did
not become coed until 1969.
Thomas Aquinas and St. John’s, another college with above average Republican
representation, have emphasized interdisciplinary teaching and downplayed the
publish or perish imperative, which Daniel B. Klein and Charlotta Stern have
argued contributes to left-oriented groupthink.5 The exceptions to the
Democratic-only rule indicate that institutional factors and discrimination might
be key reasons for political homogeneity in the liberal arts colleges.
Trend toward Homogeneity
Noah Carl shows that in Britain the trend has been toward increasing leftward
affiliation.6 The same has been true in the U.S. More than a decade ago, Stanley
Rothman and colleagues provided evidence that while 39 percent of the
professoriate on average described itself as Left in 1984, 72 percent did so in
1999. They find a national average D:R ratio of 4.5:1.7 More recently, Anthony J.

Quain, Daniel B. Klein, and I find D:R ratios of 11.5:1 in the social science
departments of highly ranked national universities.8 This study finds a D:R ratio
of 10.4:1 across all liberal arts departments if the military colleges are included
and 12.7:1 if the military colleges are excluded.
Data
The fifty-one institutions in this study are among the top sixty-six-ranked U.S.

News and World Report national liberal arts colleges for 2017. The data are
limited to the fifty-one colleges located in twelve states that host at least one of
the top sixty-six colleges and that make voter registration information public. 9
One college, the United States Air Force Academy, does not provide a full faculty
list online and refused to comply with my Freedom of Information Act request for
a complete faculty list.
To obtain data, I consulted the online website of each college and identified the
full-time, Ph.D.–holding professors in each department. I limited the sample to
full-time, Ph.D.–holding tenure-track faculty who are identified as full, associate,
or assistant professors. Thus, I omitted short-term-contract, adjunct, visiting, and
emeritus professors. A research assistant helped with the Pennsylvania colleges.
I began work in February 2017 and finished in September 2017. The sample,
which includes individuals not registered, amounts to 8,688 professors in fiftyone institutions. In three institutions, St. John’s, Thomas Aquinas, and Sarah
Lawrence, I was unable to determine academic ranks, so ranks are missing. In
St. John’s and Thomas Aquinas I was unable to determine fields of specialization,
so the academic field was omitted from these two colleges.
Nonregistration
Not all professors register to vote. In 2016, Quain, Klein, and I find that 29.7
percent of our sample of professors at top-tier social science departments were
unregistered, but that 15.7 percent of this group were so classified because the
presence of other people with the same name on voter registration rolls made
determining registration impossible. 10 In this study, I find that a lower
proportion—23.4 percent— of the sample is unregistered.
It is not possible to accurately measure the political affiliations of professors
registered as “independent,” “no affiliation,” or “other,” whom I lumped together
in a category I called “No Party” or “NP.” Since Gallup found in 2014 that 47
percent of Democrats and 46 percent of Republicans say that a third party is
needed, there seems little reason to believe that one party or ideology is more
strongly associated with non-affiliation. 11 There is suspicion of the two-party
system on both Left and Right.
I needed to make a number of judgment calls with respect to the assignment of
faculty to neighboring fields. For instance, I assigned biologically oriented
neuroscience faculty to biology and psychologically oriented neuroscience
faculty to psychology. I aggregated the studies fields (gender studies, Africana

studies) into one category, which I call “interdisciplinary studies.” As well, I
aggregated the professional fields (accounting, business, nursing) into one
category called “professional.”
Only 101 professors in the sample are registered with minor parties. Since they
are only 1.2 percent of the sample of 8,688 professors, I omitted them from most
of the analyses.
Findings

D:R Ratios by Field
Figure 1 illustrates the sharp differences across the departments or fields in the
liberal arts colleges. The D:R ratios range from 1.6:1 for engineering to 56:0 and
108:0 for communications and interdisciplinary studies.
Figure 1
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican in 25 Academic
Fields

The STEM subjects, such as chemistry, economics, mathematics, and physics,
have lower D:R ratios than the social sciences and humanities. The highest D:R
ratio of all is for the most ideological field: interdisciplinary studies. I could not
find a single Republican with an exclusive appointment to fields like gender
studies, Africana studies, and peace studies. As Fabio Rojas describes with

respect to Africana or Black studies, these fields had their roots in ideologically
motivated political movements that crystallized in the 1960s and 1970s. 12
Figure 2 gives a picture of how the broad liberal arts fields compare with respect
to political affiliation. The professional field has the least extreme (but still
unbalanced) D:R ratio while ideologically rooted interdisciplinary studies has the
most extreme. The hard sciences are more balanced than the social sciences and
the humanities.
Figure 2
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican in Five Broad
Fields

D:R Ratios by College
Table 1 lists the Democratic-to-Republican ratio of each college in the sample. I
could not find any full-time, Republican-registered faculty at Bryn Mawr and
Soka, and I could not find any full-time, Democratic-registered faculty at Thomas
Aquinas. For example, I identified 254 full-time, Ph.D.-holding professors at
Williams. Of these, 132 are registered Democratic, and one is registered
Republican, so the D:R ratio is 132:1. Since not all colleges offer all fields, the
ratios are influenced by the majors offered and by demographic factors, such as
the proportion of the faculty that is female.
In order to get a sense of how far away from employing zero Republicans the
colleges are, I performed t-tests to determine the number of colleges for which
zero falls within the margin of error from the observed proportion of
Republicans.13 In other words, I wanted to determine the number of colleges for
which the proportion of Republicans is not statistically different from zero. For
fifteen of the colleges, zero falls within the margin of error, so the proportion of
Republicans can be said to not significantly differ from zero. In an additional five
colleges, the lower confidence interval just equals zero at three decimal digits.
Thus, for twenty of fifty-one colleges, or 39.2 percent, the proportion of

Republicans does not significantly differ from zero.
Table 1 D:R Rations by College

Table 2 gives the raw numbers from which I computed the D:R ratios by college.
Thomas Aquinas and St. John’s College rely on an interdisciplinary pedagogical
approach and do not indicate departments. I found 808 departments that do not
employ a single Republican, and I found only 225 departments that do. Thus,
78.2 percent of departments do not employ a single Republican while 21.8
percent do.

Gender and Political Homogeneity
Figure 3 shows that the D:R ratios among the elite liberal arts faculty are 20.8:1
for females and 7.2:1 for males. When the two military colleges are excluded, the
ratios are 25.2:1 for females and 8.7:1 for males. Langbert, Quain, and Klein find
a similar gender imbalance in elite research universities: 24.8:1 for females and
9.0:1 for males.14
Figure 3
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican by Gender

U.S. News Rank and Homogeneity
Since the days of C.B. Spaulding and H.A. Turner, Burton R. Clark, and Everett
Carll Ladd Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset, researchers have noticed that elite
colleges have tended to lean left.15 In this sample, when I exclude the two
military colleges and break the remaining ones into quartile tiers based on U.S.

News rank, that pattern is sustained (see Figure 4).
Figure 4
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican by US

News Rank (49 Non-military Colleges)

Region and Homogeneity
Samuel J. Abrams has pointed out that colleges in New England tend to lean
further to the left than other colleges.16 Figure 5 shows the D:R ratios for the
non-military colleges in five sets of states: New England and New York (NE);
Pennsylvania and Maryland; California and Colorado; Kentucky and North
Carolina; and Ohio and Iowa. As Abrams predicts, the ratio is highest in New

York and New England
Figure 5
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican by Region (49
Non-military Colleges)

Given regional differences, it seems likely that state political variables will be
associated with faculty political affiliation, yet little work has been done in this
regard. Public choice theory predicts that compact organizations like colleges
and academic fields will function effectively as lobbies.17 David A. Tandberg
suggests that both state government control and state mass opinion might
influence political attitudes in higher education.18 Tandberg cites research
indicating that the governor is the most important influence on higher education
policy.
I used two measures: the Cato Institute ratings of governors and the Gallup
ratings of state politics for 2016–2017.19 The Gallup ratings indicate whether
public opinion in the state is strongly Democratic or Republican, leans
Democratic or Republican, or is competitive. For the Cato measure I took the
mean of their 2010 and 2016 rankings because a number of gubernatorial
administrations have recently changed.
Figure 6 shows that there are significant associations between (a) Gallup ratings
of public opinion and Cato governor ratings and (b) faculty partisan affiliation. In
Gallup Republican states, the D:R ratio is 6.6:1 while in Gallup Democratic states
the ratio is 15.8:1. In states with Cato governor ranking above 50, indicating a
relatively free market orientation, the ratio is 7.4:1 while in states with Cato
rankings below 50, the Democratic-to-Republican ratio is 15.4:1. These
differences are statistically significant.
Figure 6
Number of Democratic Faculty Members for Every Republican by Politics of
State (49 Non-military Colleges)

Conclusion
In this paper I find that D:R ratios among fifty-one of the top sixty-six U.S. Newsranked colleges average 10.4:1., Excluding Annapolis and West Point raises the
ratio to 12.7:1. This compares with a national D:R ratio of 1.6:1 for people who
have some graduate school experience.
Some STEM fields come close to the baseline national average of 1.6:1;
potentially ideologically linked fields, especially the interdisciplinary studies
fields, do not. Thus, the D:R ratio for engineering is 1.6:1 while for the
interdisciplinary studies fields it is 108:0.
Institutional factors at the state government level as well as at the individual
college level may play some causal role. Professors in more Democratic states,
especially in New York and New England, are more often affiliated with the
Democratic Party than in other states.
Since the 1960s, a few liberal arts colleges have not conformed to the
homogenizing trend, and these demonstrate that institutional characteristics, at
a minimum, contribute to faculty political affiliation in liberal arts colleges.
Thomas Aquinas is all Republican, and the two military colleges in my sample,
West Point and Annapolis, have D:R ratios of 1.3:1 and 2.3:1. Studies that focus
on grand means ignore the association of affiliation rates with institutional
characteristics.
These findings suggest important implications for research and policy. For
research, a coherent causal model of the imbalance in political affiliation in
colleges requires that statistical models integrate institutional effects with
individual faculty characteristics. For policy, if political homogeneity is
embedded in college culture, attempting to reform colleges by changing their
cultures seems a very tall order. The solution to viewpoint homogeneity may lie
in establishing new colleges from the ground up, rather than in reforming
existing ones.
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